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LEADERSHIP TRAINER, SPEAKER, AND COACH
Improve and Grow to Reach Your Maximum Potential
Kemi was able to give us a very informed summary
of the subject without overloading us with too much
info. Great presenter! - Jean P.
(Leadership Presentation)
Taking the leadership class with Kemi was truly a
pleasure and an eye opener. She did a great job of
illustrating the principles with her own personal
experiences and connecting each dialogue to the
laws. Thank you for being a great instructor - Tola
B., Manager (Leadership Mastermind)
Kemi is extremely detail-oriented and each step of
her presentation was strategic to implementing
new levels of success. I highly recommend this
webinar as an introduction of opening up the
dialogue of what it takes to engage in effective
communication, personal growth & professional
development. Bravo! - Carol Sankar
(Leadership Webinar)

Kemi Sorinmade is a leadership
trainer, speaker and coach,
certified by the John Maxwell
Leadership Team. With over 20
years of combined experience as
an engineer, entrepreneur and
project manager, she brings a
wealth of knowledge and a unique
perspective to her audiences.
She is the owner of the Growth POPULAR SPEAKING and TRAINING TOPICS:
Studio, a business improvement
and leadership development firm § Leadership: The Missing Piece for Effectiveness and
Success
providing
organizations
and
individuals with the strategies to
solve
challenging
problems, § 10 Relationship Rules For Life and Career Success
improve performance and increase
their effectiveness so that they can § 10 Strategies to Motivate Your Team to Exceed
Expectations
grow their profits. and remain
competitive.
§ 7 Steps to Unleashing Your Greatest Potential
§ Raise Your Influence, Raise Your Impact

Book Kemi today
kemi@thegrowth-studio.com
617 480 5477
www.thegrowth-studio.com

§ Moving Beyond Communication to Connecting With
Others for Success
Kemi’s presentations are customized to meet your
specific needs and goals.

